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Abstract 

Introduction: Cardioplegic cardiac arrest with subsequent ischemic-reperfusion injuries can lead to the development of 

inflammation of the myocardium, leucocyte activation, and release of cardiac enzymes. Flow reduction to the bronchial arteries, 

causing low-flow lung ischemia, leads to the development of a pulmonary regional inflammatory response. Hypoventilation during 

cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) is responsible for development of microatelectasis, hydrostatic pulmonary edema, poor compliance, 

and a higher incidence of infection. Based on these facts, prevention methods of these complications were developed. The aim of 

this study was to evaluate constant coronary perfusion (CCP) and the “beating heart” in combination with pulmonary artery 

perfusion (PAP) and “ventilated lungs” technique for heart and lung protection in cardiac surgery with CPB. 

Methods. After ethical approval and written informed consent, 80 patients undergoing cardiac surgery with normothermic CPB 

were randomized in three groups. In the first group (22 patients), the crystalloid cardioplegia without lung ventilation/perfusion 

techniques were used. In the second group (30 patients), the CCP and “beating heart” without lung ventilation/perfusion techniques 

were used. In the third group (28 patients), the CCP with PAP and lung ventilation techniques were used. Clinical, functional 

parameters, myocardial damage markers (CK MB level), oxygenation index, and lung compliance were investigated. 

Results. There were higher rates of spontaneous cardiac recovery and lower doses of inotrops in the second and third groups. 

Myocardial contractility function was better preserved in the second and third groups. The post-operative levels of CK-MB were 

lower than in control group.  Three hours after surgery CK-MB levels in the second and third  groups were lower by 38.1% and 

33.3%, respectively. Eight hours after surgery, CK-MB levels were lower in the second and third groups by 45.9% and  47.7%, 

respectively. 24 hours after surgery, CK-MB levels were lower in the second and third groups by 42.0% and  42.6%, respectively, 

and lower by 29.7% and 27.4% 48 hours after surgery, respectively. Normalization of CK-MB levels were registered earlier in 

second and third groups (within 24 hours) than the control group. Oxygenation index and lung compliance were significantly higher 

in the third group after CPB. 

Conclusion. Our technique improved myocardial and lung function in patients, but larger prospective randomized trials are needed 

to definitively assess the protective effects of this technique. 
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